Artist's Name: June Schwartz  
Gender: Female  
Country of Maker: United States of America  

Archive No:  
766

Title of Work: No.2192

Dimensions: h 21.5 x w 12 x d 12.5 cm  
Date: 2001  
Category: vessel  
Medium: enamel, copper

Method: electroformed, electroplated, various construction techniques, sifted, sandblasted

Additional Notes: Collection of Forrest Merell.
Artist's Name: June Schwartz
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 767

Title of Work: No.2195

Dimensions: h 21.5 x w 16 cm
Date: 2001
Category: vessel
Medium: enamel
copper
gold
Method: electroformed
electroplated
various construction techniques
sifted
plated

Additional Notes: Collection of Federico De Vera.
Artist's Name: June Schwartz
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 764

Title of Work: No.2170

Dimensions: h 26 x w 14 cm
Date: 2000
Category: vessel
Medium: enamel, copper
Method: electroformed, electroplated, various construction techniques, sifted

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: June Schwartz  
Gender: Female  
Country of Maker: United States of America  

Archive No:  
770

Title of Work: No.2094

Dimensions: h 20 x w 11 cm  
Date: 1996  
Category: vessel  
Medium: enamel copper  
Method: electroformed electroplated various construction techniques sifted patinated

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: June Schwartz
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
768

Title of Work: No.1048

Dimensions: h 29 x w 15 x d 11 cm
Date: 1990
Category: vessel

Medium: enamel
- copper
- silver

Method: electroformed
electroplated
various construction techniques
sifted
plated

Additional Notes: Collection of Susan Hoagland.
Artist's Name: June Schwartz
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America

Archive No: 769

Title of Work: No.626

Dimensions: h 13 x w 17 cm
Date: 1974
Category: vessel
Medium: enamel, copper
Method: electroformed, electroplated, various construction techniques, sifted, plique-à-jour, oxidized

Additional Notes: Collection of William Harper.
Artist's Name: Barbara Seidenath  
Gender: Female  
Country of Maker: United States of America  
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 380

Title of Work: Crystalline

Dimensions: h 4.5 x w 2 x d 1.2 cm  
Date: 2001  
Category: jewellery  
Medium: enamel, silver  
Method: engraved, various jewellery techniques, scored, folded

Additional Notes: brooch
Artist's Name: Barbara Seidenath
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 372

Title of Work: Frozen Pond

Dimensions: Diameter 5 cm
Date: 1999
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel, sterling silver, diamonds, copper
Method: engraved, various jewellery techniques

Additional Notes: brooch
Artist's Name: Barbara Seidenath  
Gender: Female  
Country of Maker: United States of America  
Artist / Graduate:  

Archive No: 373  

Title of Work: Nest  

Dimensions: d 4.5 x w 4.5 cm  
Date: 1999  
Category: jewellery  
Medium: enamel  
sterling silver  
Method: engraved  
various jewellery techniques  

Additional Notes: brooch
Artist's Name: Barbara Seidenath
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 377

Title of Work: Arctic

Dimensions: h 4.5 x w 5 x d 0.5 cm
Date: 1999
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel
sterling silver
Method: champlevé
engraved
various jewellery techniques

Additional Notes: brooch
Artist's Name: Barbara Seidenath
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 379

Title of Work: Spirals

Dimensions: h 2.4 x w 2.4 cm each
Date: 1999
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel, sterling silver
Method: engraved, various jewellery techniques
Additional Notes: ear decoration
Artist's Name: Barbara Seidenath
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
374

Title of Work: Honeycomb

Dimensions: Diameter 2cm
Date: 1998
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel
sterling silver
semi-precious stones - tsavorite
Method: various jewellery techniques
neillo

Additional Notes: ear decoration
Artist's Name: Barbara Seidenath
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America

Archive No: 376

Title of Work: Winter Pond

Dimensions: h 4 x w 4 cm
Date: 1998
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel
fine silver
18K gold

Method: engraved
various jewellery techniques

Additional Notes: Brooch
Artist's Name: Barbara Seidenath
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 371

Title of Work: Coral Hands

Dimensions: h 3 x w 1.5 cm
Date: 1996
Category: jewellery

Medium: 
- enamel
- 18K gold
- coral beads
- copper foil

Method: folded
- various jewellery techniques

Additional Notes: ear decoration
Artist's Name: **Barbara Seidenath**
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America

Archive No: **378**

Title of Work: **Birdies**

Dimensions: Length 3 cm
Date: 1995
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel
- 18K gold
- semi-precious stones - coral
- copper foil

Method: folded
- various jewellery techniques

Additional Notes: ear decoration
Artist's Name: Barbara Seidenath
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 375

Title of Work: Lilies

Dimensions: h 6 x w 2.2 cm
Date: 1990
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel
copper
18K gold
semi-precious stones - coral
Method: various jewellery techniques folded

Additional Notes: These ear decorations are very light.
Artist's Name: Veenu Shah
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: India
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 382

Title of Work: Thoughts

Dimensions: h 25 x w 25 cm
Date: 2001
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: liquid enamel screen printed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Veenu Shah
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: India
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 383

Title of Work: Meditation

Dimensions: h 15 x w 25 cm
Date: 2001
Category: panel
Medium: enamel copper gold foil
Method: etched sifted

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Veenu Shah
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: India
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 389

Title of Work: Meditation

Dimensions: h 16.5 x w 14.5 cm
Date: 2001
Category: panel

Medium: enamel
copper
silver foil
gold foil

Method: etched
painted
sifted

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Veenu Shah
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: India
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
381

Title of Work: Meditation

Dimensions: 24 x 11 cm
Date: 2000
Category: panel
Medium: enamel
copper

Method: liquid enamel
sgraffito
etched

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Veenu Shah
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: India
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
384

Title of Work: Thoughts

Dimensions: h 20 x w 20 cm
Date: 2000
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: liquid enamel graphite drawing screen printed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Veenu Shah
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: India

Archive No: 385

Title of Work: Thoughts

Dimensions: h 22 x w 22 cm
Date: 1999
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: liquid enamel painted

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Veenu Shah
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: India

Title of Work: Meditation

Dimensions: h 30 x w 20 cm
Date: 1998
Category: panel

Medium: enamel
copper
silver foil

Method: liquid enamel
sifted
wet packed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Veenu Shah
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: India
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 388

Title of Work: Meditation

Dimensions: h 25 x w 20 cm
Date: 1997
Category: panel

Medium: enamel
copper
silver foil

Method: liquid enamel
wet packed
sifted
painted

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Veenu Shah
   Gender: Female
Country of Maker: India
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 390

Title of Work: Meditation

Dimensions: h 20 x w 25 cm
   Date: 1997
   Category: panel

Medium: enamel
copper
silver foil
gold foil

Method: liquid enamel
sifted
painted

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Veenu Shah
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: India
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
386

Title of Work: Thoughts

Dimensions: h 20 x w 15 cm
Date: 1996
Category: panel

Medium: enamel
copper
copper foil

Method: sifted
wet packed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Varvara Shavrova
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: China
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No: 978

Title of Work: Landscape Fossilised No.5

Dimensions: h 55 x w 55 cm
Date: 2003
Category: panel

Medium: enamel steel
Method: sprayed screen printed
drawn
gouged
painted
raised

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Varvara Shavrova
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: China
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No: 979

Title of Work: Landscape Fossilised No.3

Dimensions: h 55 x w 55 cm
Date: 2003
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: sprayed screen printed drawn gouged painted raised

Additional Notes: Series of 10 panels
Artist's Name: Varvara Shavrova

Gender: Female
Country of Maker: China
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No: 980

Title of Work: Landscape Fossilised No.9

Dimensions: h 55 x w 55 cm
Date: 2003
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel

Method: sprayed screen printed
drawn
gouged
painted
raised

Additional Notes: Series of 10 panels
Artist's Name: Varvara Shavrova
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: China
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No: 981

Title of Work: Landscape Fossilised No.1

Dimensions: h 55 x w 55 cm
Date: 2003
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: sprayed screen printed drawn gouged painted raised

Additional Notes: Series of 10 panels
Artist's Name: Varvara Shavrova  
Gender: Female  
Country of Maker: China  
Artist / Graduate: established artist  

Archive No:  
982  

Title of Work: Landscape Fossilised No.7  

Dimensions: h 55 x w 55 cm  
Date: 2003  
Category: panel  
Medium: enamel steel  
Method: sprayed screen printed drawn gouged painted raised  

Additional Notes: Series of 10 panels
Artist's Name: Varvara Shavrova
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: China
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No: 973

Title of Work: Transient Blue

Dimensions: 14 panels h 200 x w 75 x d 3 cm
Date: 2002
Category: architectural

Medium: enamel steel
Method: sprayed drawn poured painted gouged raised

Additional Notes: Commissioned by Hawkins Brown Architects, Collection of Capita, Euston Tower, London
Artist's Name: Varvara Shavrova
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: China
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No: 974

Title of Work: Transient Blue (detail)

Dimensions: 14 panels h 200 x w 75 x d 3 cm
Date: 2002
Category: architectural

Medium: enamel steel
Method: sprayed drawn poured painted gouged raised

Additional Notes: Commissioned by Hawkins Brown Architects, Collection of Capita, Euston Tower, London
Artist's Name: Varvara Shavrova
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: China
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No: 975

Title of Work: Transient Blue (detail)

Dimensions: 14 panels h 200 x w 75 x d 3 cm
Date: 2002
Category: architectural

Medium: enamel steel
Method: sprayed drawn poured painted gouged raised

Additional Notes: Commissioned by Hawkins Brown Architects, Collection of Capita, Euston Tower, London
Artist's Name: Varvara Shavrova
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: China
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No: 976

Title of Work: Transient Blue (detail)

Dimensions: 14 panels h 200 x w 75 x d 3 cm
Date: 2002
Category: architectural

Medium: enamel steel

Method: sprayed drawn poured painted gouged raised

Additional Notes: Commissioned by Hawkins Brown Architects, Collection of Capita, Euston Tower, London
Artist's Name: Varvara Shavrova
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: China
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No: 977

Title of Work: Transient Blue (detail)

Dimensions: 14 panels h 200 x w 75 x d 3 cm
Date: 2002
Category: architectural

Medium: enamel steel
Method: sprayed drawn poured painted gouged raised

Additional Notes: Commissioned by Hawkins Brown Architects, Collection of Capita, Euston Tower, London
Artist's Name: Jane Short
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom

Archive No: 394

Title of Work: Fish Dish

Dimensions: Diameter 18 cm
Date: 2001
Category: vessel

Medium: enamel silver
Method: spun champleve

Additional Notes: Private Collection
Artist's Name: Jane Short  
Gender: Female  
Country of Maker: United Kingdom  
Artist / Graduate:  

Archive No:  
396  

Title of Work: Two Brooches  
Dimensions: Diameter 4cm  
Date: 2000  
Category: jewellery  
Medium: enamel  
silver  
Method: etched  

Additional Notes: Private Collection
Artist's Name: Jane Short
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 393

Title of Work: Fish Dish

Dimensions: Diameter 22.5 cm
Date: 1999
Category: vessel
Medium: enamel silver
Method: spun champeve

Additional Notes: Private Collection
Artist's Name: Jane Short
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
395

Title of Work: Millennium Water Vessel

Dimensions: Diameter 38cm
Date: 1999
Category: vessel
Medium: enamel silver
Method: champleve engraved

Additional Notes: Collection : The Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths. Copyright : The Royal Collection
Artist's Name: Jane Short
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 399

Title of Work: Millennium Dish (detail)

Dimensions: Diameter 35.5 cm
Date: 1999
Category: vessel
Medium: enamel silver
Method: champleve engraved

Additional Notes: Collection: The Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths.
Artist's Name: Jane Short
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 400

Title of Work: Millennium Dish (detail)

Dimensions: Diameter 35.5 cm
Date: 1999
Category: vessel
Medium: enamel silver
Method: champleve engraved

Additional Notes: Collection: The Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths.
Artist's Name: Jane Short  
Gender: Female  
Country of Maker: United Kingdom  
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:  
391  

Title of Work: Sculptural object  
Dimensions: 23 x 8 x 4 cm  
Date: 1998  
Category: sculpture  
Medium: enamel silver  
Method: various construction techniques champleve  
Additional Notes: Private Collection
Artist's Name: Jane Short
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 398

Title of Work: Dove Wafer Box

Dimensions: h 4.5 x w 12 x d 12 cm
Date: 1992
Category: vessel
Medium: enamel silver
Method: cloisonné champele

Additional Notes: Commission for Lichfield Cathedral
Artist's Name: Jane Short
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom

Additional Notes: This is in the Collection of Goldsmith's Company, but is Jane Short's photograph.
Artist's Name: Jane Short
   Gender: Female
   Country of Maker: United Kingdom
   Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
   392

Title of Work: Rocking Vase

Dimensions: c. 10 cm high
   Date: 1985
   Category: vessel
   Medium: enamel
   silver
   Method: various construction techniques
   cloisonné
   champeve

Additional Notes: Private Collection
Artist's Name: Marjorie Simon
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 401

Title of Work: Fluffy Shades of Blue

Dimensions: L 45 cm. Flowers Diameter 1.5 cm
Date: 2002
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel, sterling silver, fine silver
Method: sifted, matted

Additional Notes: Necklace
Artist's Name: Marjorie Simon
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America

Archive No: 403

Title of Work: Yellow Tubes
Dimensions: Length 43 cm
Date: 2002
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel fine silver
Method: various construction techniques matted

Additional Notes: Necklace
Title of Work: Starflower

Dimensions: Diameter 11.5 cm  
Date: 2001  
Category: jewellery  
Method: sifted matted

Medium:  
enamel  
copper  
sterling silver  
semi-precious stones: Pearls

Additional Notes: Brooch
Artist's Name: Marjorie Simon
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
405

Title of Work: Multi - Blossom

Dimensions: Tubes L 5 cm
Date: 2001
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel copper
Method: sifted matted

Additional Notes: Necklace
Artist's Name: Marjorie Simon
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
409

Title of Work: Gardenias

Dimensions: Diameter 7.5 cm
Date: 2001
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel
copper
sterling silver
semi-precious stones: Pearls

Method: folded
various construction techniques
sifted
matted

Additional Notes: Brooches
Artist's Name: Marjorie Simon
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 406

Title of Work: Red Tube

Dimensions: L 43 cm. Tubes L 5 - 7 cm
Date: 1999
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel
copper
sterling silver
rubber
Method: sifted
matted

Additional Notes: Necklace
Artist's Name: Marjorie Simon
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
407

Title of Work: Single Cell

Dimensions: Diameter 7.5 cm
Date: 1999
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel
copper
sterling silver

Method: repousse
various construction techniques
etched
torch fired
matted

Additional Notes: Brooches
Artist's Name: Marjorie Simon
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
408

Title of Work: Sea Urchin Red Spines

Dimensions: Tubes L 5 -7 cm
Date: 1999
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel
  copper
  sterling silver
  semi-precious stones: Pearls

Method: various construction techniques
  sifted
  matted

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Marjorie Simon  
Gender: Female  
Country of Maker: United States of America  
Artist / Graduate:  

Archive No: 410  

Title of Work: Leaves  

Dimensions: L 6 - 11 cm  
Date: 1999  
Category: jewellery  
Medium: enamel  
   copper  
Method: torch fired  
   pierced  
   folded  
   various construction techniques  

Additional Notes: Brooches
Artist's Name: Marjorie Simon
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate: 

Archive No: 402

Title of Work: Cage and Bottle Necklace

Dimensions: L 43 cm. Bottle L 6 cm.
Date: 1998
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel
sterling silver
18K gold
semi-precious stones

Method: various construction techniques
torch fired
matted

Additional Notes: Necklace
Semi-precious stone: Lapis lazuli
Artist's Name: Jan Smith
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Canada

Archive No:
411

Title of Work: Green Seed Pod

Dimensions: h 4.5 x w 0.7 x d 0.7 cm
Date: 1998
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel
copper
Method: wet packed
folded
formed
sifted

Additional Notes: Neckpiece
Artist's Name: Jan Smith  
Gender: Female  
Country of Maker: Canada  
Artist / Graduate:  

Archive No:  
412  

Title of Work: 9 Patch Quilt Series  

Dimensions: h 40 x w 40 x d 4 cm  
Date: 1999  
Category: jewellery  

Medium: enamel  
copper  
sterling silver  
wood  
paper  

Method: champleve  
sifted  
stencilled  

Additional Notes: Box containing 9 brooches
Artist's Name: Jan Smith

Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Canada

Archive No:
414

Title of Work: 9 Patch Quilt Series: Brooch 2

Dimensions: h 4 x w 4cm
Date: 1998
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel copper sterling silver 22K gold foil

Method: champleve sifted

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Jan Smith
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Canada
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 417

Title of Work: 9 Patch Quilt Series: Brooch 4

Dimensions: h 4 x w 4cm
Date: 1998
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel
copper
sterling silver
Method: champleve
sifted

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Jan Smith
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Canada
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
418

Title of Work: 9 Patch Quilt Series: Brooch 9

Dimensions: h 4 x w 4cm
Date: 1998
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel
copper
sterling silver
22K gold

Method: champleve
sifted

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Jan Smith
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Canada
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
   419

Title of Work: 9 Patch Quilt Series: Brooch 7

Dimensions: h 4 x w 4 cm
   Date: 1998
   Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel   Method: champleve
copper        sifted
sterling silver
22K gold

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Jan Smith
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Canada
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 420

Title of Work: 9 Patch Quilt Series: Brooch 8

Dimensions: h 4 x w 4 cm
Date: 1998
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel 
copper 
sterling silver 
22K gold 

Method: champleve 
sifted 

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Jan Smith
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Canada
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
413

Title of Work: 9 Patch Quilt Series: Brooch 1

Dimensions: h 4 x w 4 cm
Date: 1999
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel copper sterling silver
Method: champleve sifted

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Aino Strandén-Sorvisto
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Finland
Artist / Graduate: 

Archive No: 817

Title of Work: Ilja

Dimensions: h 115 x w 90 x d 2 cm
Date: 1994
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: transparents

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Aino Strandén-Sorvisto
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Finland
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 818

Title of Work: Message

Dimensions: h 115 x w 90 x d 2cm
Date: 1994
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: transparents

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Aino Strandén-Sorvisto
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Finland
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 819

Title of Work: Untitled

Dimensions: h 450 x w 250 x d 2 cm
Date: 1994
Category: installation
Medium: enamel steel
Method: transparents

Additional Notes: Exhibition in Finland, Kotsin Museo.
Artist's Name: Aino Strandén-Sorvisto
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Finland
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 816

Title of Work: Light Celebration

Dimensions: h 130 x w 100 x d 2cm
Date: 1992
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: transparents

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Aino Strandén-Sorvisto
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Finland
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 815

Title of Work: Torsio

Dimensions: h 160 x w 95 x d 2 cm
Date: 1990
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: transparents

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Aino Strandén-Sorvisto
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Finland
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 814

Title of Work: Dream Bridge

Dimensions: h 50 x w 50 x d 2 cm
Date: 1986
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: transparents

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Aino Strandén-Sorvisto
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Finland
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
811

Title of Work: Lantern Story

Dimensions: h 80 x w 60 x d 2 cm
Date: 1983
Category: panel
Medium: enamel, steel
Method: Schmuck - enamel

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Aino Strandén-Sorvisto
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Finland
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 812

Title of Work: The Depth of Summer

Dimensions: h 66 x w 70 x d 2 cm
Date: 1983
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: powder: opaques

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Aino Strandén-Sorvisto
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Finland
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 813

Title of Work: Fatherland

Dimensions: h 120 x w 83 x d 2 cm
Date: 1983
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: transparents

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Aino Strandén-Sorvisto
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Finland
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 810

Title of Work: Lento

Dimensions: h 110 x w 150 x d 2cm
Date: 1980
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: industrial enamel

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Biruté Stulgaitė
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Lithuania
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
521

Title of Work: The House

Dimensions: h 28 x w 8 x d 3 cm
Date: 1999
Category: object

Medium: enamel copper found objects
Method: engraved set

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Birutė Stulgaitė
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Lithuania
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 523

Title of Work: Reflection I and II

Dimensions: h 10 x w 10 cm (each)
Date: 1993
Category: panel
Medium: enamel copper
Method: pierced set

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Biruté Stulgaité
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Lithuania
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
522

Title of Work: Rough

Dimensions: h 30 x w 26 cm
Date: 1991
Category: panel
Medium: enamel, copper
Method: engraved, set

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Biruté Stulgaité
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Lithuania

Archive No: 524

Title of Work: Movement

Dimensions: h 12 x w 12 cm
Date: 1990
Category: panel

Medium: enamel, copper, glass
Method: hammered set

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Biruté Stulgaitė
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Lithuania
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 530

Title of Work: Movement

Dimensions: h 12 x w 12 cm (each)
Date: 1990
Category: panel

Medium: enamel
copper
steel
Method: hammered
set

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Biruté Stulgaité
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Lithuania
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 527

Title of Work: Game with Existing Forms

Dimensions: h 5 x w 25 x d 15 cm
Date: 1989
Category: sculpture
Medium: enamel copper wood glass
Method: hammered set

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Biruté Stulgaitė
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Lithuania
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 528

Title of Work: Game with Existing Forms

Dimensions: h 6 x w 34 cm
Date: 1989
Category: sculpture

Medium: enamel, copper, wood, glass
Method: hammered, set

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Birutė Stulgaitė
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Lithuania
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 529

Title of Work: Balance

Dimensions: h 10 x w 30 x d 30 cm
Date: 1986
Category: sculpture
Medium: enamel
copper
steel
Method: hammered
set

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Biruté Stulgaité
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Lithuania
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 525

Title of Work: The Chinese Motives II

Dimensions: h 15 x w 12 cm
Date: 1984
Category: panel
Medium: enamel
copper
graphite
Method: graphite drawing

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Biruté Stulgaitė
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Lithuania

Archive No: 526

Title of Work: The Chinese Motives 1

Dimensions: h 15 x w 12 cm
Date: 1984
Category: panel

Medium: enamel copper graphite
Method: graphite drawing

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Alexei Talastchuk
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Russia
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 802

Title of Work: Commeration

Dimensions: h 50 x w 50 cm
Date: 50 x 50
Category: panel
Medium: enamel, copper, stainglass
Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Alexei Talastchuk
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Russia
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
806

Title of Work: Russian Motive

Dimensions: h 30 x w 55 cm
Date: 2002
Category: panel
Medium: enamel
copper

Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Alexei Talastchuk
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Russia
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 809

Title of Work: Holiday

Dimensions: h 30 x 3w 0 cm
Date: 2002
Category: panel
Medium: enamel
copper
Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Alexei Talastchuk
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Russia

Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 803

Title of Work: Sailing Duet

Dimensions: h 30 x w 30 cm
Date: 2000
Category: panel
Medium: enamel copper

Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Alexei Talastchuk
 Gender: Male
 Country of Maker: Russia
 Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
807

Title of Work: Meal

Dimensions: h 90 x w 90 cm
 Date: 2000
 Category: panel
 Medium: copper enamel metal
 Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Alexei Talastchuk
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Russia
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 808

Title of Work: Composition

Dimensions: h 90 x w 49 cm
Date: 2000
Category: sculpture
Medium: enamel
copper
metal

Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Alexei Talastchuk

Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Russia

Archive No: 804

Title of Work: Lady with Diadem

Dimensions: h 30 x w 30 cm
Date: 1999
Category: panel
Medium: enamel copper
Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Alexei Talastchuk
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Russia

Title of Work: Night Guest

Dimensions: h 50 x w 50 cm
Date: 1997 - 2000
Category: sculpture

Medium: enamel
copper
stainglass

Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Alexei Talastchuk  
Gender: Male  
Country of Maker: Russia  
Artist / Graduate:  

Archive No: 801  

Title of Work: Conversation  

Dimensions: h 50 x w 50 cm  
Date: 1997  
Category: panel  
Medium: enamel  
copper  
stain glass  
Method:  

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: **Rolf Thelander**
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: **Sweden**
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 705

Title of Work:

Dimensions:
  Date:
  Category:
  Medium: **Method:**

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Rolf Thelander
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Sweden
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
706

Title of Work:

Dimensions:
Date:
Category:
Medium: Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Rolf Thelander
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Sweden
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 707

Title of Work:

Dimensions:
Date:
Category:
Medium: Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Rolf Thelander
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Sweden
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 708

Title of Work:

Dimensions:
  Date:
  Category:
  Medium:          Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Rolf Thelander
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Sweden
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 709

Title of Work:

Dimensions:

Date:

Category:

Medium: __________________________ Method: __________________________

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Rolf Thelander
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Sweden
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 710

Title of Work:

Dimensions:
Date:
Category:
Medium: Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Rolf Thelander
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Sweden
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 711

Title of Work:

Dimensions:
- Date:
- Category:
- Medium:
- Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Rolf Thelander
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Sweden
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 712

Title of Work:

Dimensions:
  Date:
  Category:
  Medium:  Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Rolf Thelander
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Sweden
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
713

Title of Work:

Dimensions:

Date:

Category:

Medium: Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Hadar Tilja

Gender:
Country of Maker: Sweden
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 591

Title of Work: Just Married

Dimensions: h 98 x w 122 cm
Date: 1989
Category: panel

Medium: enamel steel
Method: painted sprayed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Hadar Tilja

Gender:

Country of Maker: Sweden

Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 592

Title of Work: Bicycletrip

Dimensions: h 75 x w 100 cm

Date: 1992

Category: panel

Medium: enamel steel

Method: painted sprayed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Hadar Tilja

Gender:

Country of Maker: Sweden

Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
593

Title of Work: Evening Signal

Dimensions: h 122 x w 97 cm

Date: 1992

Category: panel

Medium: enamel steel

Method: painted sprayed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Hadar Tilja

Title of Work: Towards the Aim

Dimensions: h 100 x w 75 cm

Date: 1992

Country of Maker: Sweden

Category: panel

Medium: enamel steel

Method: painted sprayed

Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
594

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Hadar Tilja
Gender: 
Country of Maker: Sweden
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 
595

Title of Work: Dialogue

Dimensions: h 70 x w 50 cm
Date: 1990
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel 
Method: painted sprayed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Hadar Tilja
Gender: 
Country of Maker: Sweden
Artist / Graduate: 

Archive No: 596

Title of Work: Five Stars

Dimensions: h 18.5 x w 23.5 cm
Date: 2001
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: painted sprayed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Hadar Tilja
Gender:
Country of Maker: Sweden
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
597

Title of Work: Reading Experience

Dimensions: h 27 x w 31 cm
Date: 2000
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: painted sprayed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Hadar Tilja
Gender:
Country of Maker: Sweden
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 598

Title of Work: Lifesaving Man

Dimensions: h 22 x w 27 cm
Date: 1998
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: painted sprayed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Hadar Tilja
Gender:
Country of Maker: Sweden
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 599

Title of Work: Housing Purchase

Dimensions: h 22 x w 18 cm
Date: 2000
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: painted sprayed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Hadar Tilja

Gender:
Country of Maker: Sweden
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 600

Title of Work: Trip Through the Life

Dimensions: h 18 x w 23 cm
Date: 2000
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: painted sprayed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Annemarie Timmer

Gender: Female

Country of Maker: Netherland

Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 1040

Title of Work: Spiralen

Dimensions: h41 x w 46 cm

Date: 2006

Category: panel

Medium: industrial enamelled steel

Method: sprayed various construction techniques

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Annemarie Timmer
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Netherland
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 1041

Title of Work: Blabla (Black)

Dimensions: h 50 x w 50 cm
Date: 2006
Category: panel
Medium: industrial enamelled steel
Method: stoned sprayed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Annemarie Timmer
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Netherland
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 1042

Title of Work: Blabla (white)

Dimensions: h 50 x w 50 cm
Date: 2006
Category: panel
Medium: industrial enamelled steel
Method: stoned sprayed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Annemarie Timmer
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Netherland
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 1031

Title of Work: Klets kop (Talking Head)

Dimensions: h 20 x w 20 cm
Date: 2005
Category: panel
Medium: enamel copper
Method: various construction techniques

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: **Annemarie Timmer**

Gender: Female
Country of Maker: **Netherland**

**Artist / Graduate:**

**Archive No:**
1034

**Title of Work:** Bollenvelden 1

**Dimensions:** h 50 x w 80 cm

Date: 2005
Category: panel

Medium: industrial enamelled steel  
Method: sprayed

**Additional Notes:**
Artist's Name: Annemarie Timmer
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Netherland

Archive No:
1035

Title of Work: Bollenvelden

Dimensions: h 50 x w 80 cm
Date: 2005
Category: panel
Medium: industrial enamelled steel  Method: sprayed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Annemarie Timmer
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Netherland
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
1037

Title of Work: Spiegeling

Dimensions: h 50 x w 80 cm
Date: 2005
Category: panel
Medium: industrial enamelled steel	Method: sprayed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Annemarie Timmer
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Netherlands
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 1028

Title of Work: Alhambra

Dimensions: h 50 x w 50 cm
Date: 2004
Category: panel
Medium: enamel copper

Method: various construction techniques

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Annemarie Timmer
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Netherland
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
1032

Title of Work: Vrouw (Women)

Dimensions: h 30 x w 40 cm
Date: 2004
Category: panel
Medium: enamel copper
Method: various construction techniques

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Annemarie Timmer
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Netherland

Archive No: 1033

Title of Work: Horch und Guch

Dimensions: h 50 x w 50 cm
Date: 2004
Category: panel
Medium: industrial enameled copper
Method: various construction techniques

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Annemarie Timmer
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Netherlands
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
1036

Title of Work: Kràài

Dimensions: h 50 x w 80 cm
Date: 2004
Category: panel
Medium: industrial enamelled steel
Method: sprayed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Annemarie Timmer
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Netherland
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
1039

Title of Work: 100 Poot

Dimensions: h 40 x w 50 cm
Date: 2001
Category: panel
Medium: enamel
   copper
Method: sifted

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Annemarie Timmer
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: Netherlands
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 1029

Title of Work: Dancer

Dimensions: h 60 x w 65 cm
Date: 2000
Category: panel

Medium: enamel copper
Method: sifted sgraffito

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Annemarie Timmer

Gender: Female

Country of Maker: Netherland

Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 1030

Title of Work: Vrouwen

Dimensions: h 100 x w 65 cm

Date: 2000

Category: panel

Medium: enamel copper

Method: sifted stencilled

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Elizabeth Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No:
729

Title of Work: In Memoriam Series: Postcard from the Front 'Just a line to say I am quite well.'

Dimensions: h 30 x w 30 x d 1 cm
Date: 2003
Category: panel
Medium: industrial enamel on steel
Method: sgraffito
printed enamel transfer

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Elizabeth Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No: 730

Title of Work: Memories and Maps: Landscape of Childhood

Dimensions: h 30 x w 40 x d 1 cm
Date: 2003
Category: panel
Medium: industrial enamel on steel
Method: sgraffito
printed enamel transfers

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Jessica Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
551

Title of Work: Untitled
Dimensions: 4 cm dia. each
Date: 2002
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel	enamel
     silver
Method: sgraffito
     printed transfer
     various jewellery techniques
Additional Notes: 6 brooches
Artist's Name: Jessica Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 552

Title of Work: Untitled

Dimensions: 4 cm dia. each
Date: 2002
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel
copper
silver

Method: sgraffito
setting
various jewellery techniques

Additional Notes: 3 brooches
Artist's Name: Elizabeth Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No: 723

Title of Work: Universal Declaimation of Human Rights Series - The Prisoner

Dimensions: h 21.5 x w 30 x d 1 cm
Date: 2002
Category: panel

Medium: industrial enamel on steel
Method: painted
    sgraffito
    printed enamel transfer

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Elizabeth Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No: 724

Title of Work: Universal Declaration of Human Rights Series - 'Flag of Convenience'

Dimensions: h 21.5 x w 30 x d 1 cm
Date: 2002
Category: panel
Medium: industrial enamel on steel
Method: painted sgraffito printed enamel transfer

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Jessica Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 553

Title of Work: Untitled

Dimensions: 3.5 cm dia. each
Date: 2001
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel copper silver
Method: sgraffito printed transfer various jewellery techniques

Additional Notes: 3 Brooches
Artist's Name: Elizabeth Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No: 725

Title of Work: Homage to an Everyday Object: The Grater

Dimensions: h 30 x w 25 x d 0.5 cm
Date: 2001
Category: panel
Medium: industrial enamel
recycled pre-enamelled steel
metallic lustres
brass
Method: perforated pre-enamelled steel etched

Additional Notes: Collection of The Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh
Title of Work: Universal Declaration of Human Rights Series - 'Flag of Convenience 2'

Dimensions: h 43 x w 63 x d 1 cm

Date: 2001

Category: panel

Medium: industrial enamel on steel

Method: sgraffito
printed enamel transfers

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Elizabeth Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No:
726

Title of Work: In Memoriam Series: Tally of a War

Dimensions: h 69 x w 69 x d 1cm
Date: 2000
Category: panel
Medium: industrial enamel on steel
Method: poured enamel
sgraffito
stoned

Additional Notes: Collection of Museum of Scotland
Artist's Name: Elizabeth Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No:
728

Title of Work: In Memoriam Series: 'W is for War'

Dimensions: h 30 x w 30 x d 1 cm
Date: 2000
Category: panel
Medium: enamel recycled pre-enamelled steel gold foil
Method: perforated pre-enamelled steel graphite drawing

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Elizabeth Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No:
721

Title of Work: Revealing Conversations

Dimensions: h 9 x w 6 cm
Date: 1999
Category: panel
Medium: enamel copper foil
Method: collage incised and cut

Additional Notes: Collection of Goldsmith and Enamel Museum, Lithuania
Artist's Name: Jessica Turrell  
Gender: Female  
Country of Maker: United Kingdom  
Artist / Graduate:  

Archive No:  
554

Title of Work: Untitled

Dimensions: h 3 x w 2 cm  
Date: 1998  
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel  
silver  
gold leaf  
rubber  
Method: cloisonné  
wet packing  
various jewellery techniques

Additional Notes: 3 neckpieces
Artist’s Name: Elizabeth Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No: 722

Title of Work: Through a Window

Dimensions: h 23 x w 15 cm
Date: 1998
Category: panel

Medium: enamel (opaque white and red)
copper foil
gold foil
Method: cut
incised
manipulated

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Jessica Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 555

Title of Work: Untitled

Dimensions: h 3 x w 7 x d 7 cm
Date:
Category: vessel
Medium: enamel
silver
gold

Method: cloisonné
wet packing
various construction techniques

Additional Notes: Box
Artist's Name: Jessica Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 556

Title of Work: Untitled

Dimensions: h 5 x w 5 cm

Date:
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel
  silver
gold

Method: cloisonné
  wet packing
  various jewellery techniques

Additional Notes: Brooch
Artist's Name: Jessica Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
557

Title of Work: Untitled

Dimensions: h 7 x w 4 cm, h 5 x w 5 cm

Date:
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel
   silver
   steel

Method: cloisonné
   etching
   wet packing
   various jewellery techniques

Additional Notes: 4 brooches
Artist's Name: Jessica Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 558

Title of Work: Untitled

Dimensions: h 4 x w 3 cm

Date:
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel
silver
gold

Method: cloisonné
wet packing
various jewellery techniques

Additional Notes: Pendant
Artist's Name: Jessica Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom

Archive No: 559

Title of Work: Untitled

Dimensions: h 5 x w 5 cm

Date:
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel
24K gold foil
slate

Method: sandblasted
gold leafing

Additional Notes: Detail of brooches
Artist's Name: Jessica Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 560

Title of Work: Untitled

Dimensions:
Date:
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel silver gold
Method: cloisonné wet packing various construction techniques

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Elizabeth Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No: 1027

Title of Work: Universal Declaration of Human Rights Series

Dimensions: h 150 x w 240 x d 2 cm
Date: 2005
Category: installation

Medium: Plasma cut steel	enamel
24K gold
Method: pierced
sgraffito
painted
transfers

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Elizabeth Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No:
1028

Title of Work: Six Markers UDHR Series

Dimensions: h 30 x w 185 x d 1 cm
Date: 2005
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: poured sgraffito painted transfers

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Elizabeth Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No:
1029

Title of Work: Six Markers (detail)

Dimensions: h 30 x w 30 x d 1 cm
Date: 2005
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: painted poured sgraffito transfers

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Elizabeth Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No:
1030

Title of Work: Marker UDHR Series (one of three)

Dimensions: h 75 x w 50 x d 1 cm
Date: 2007
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel
Method: poured sgraffito transfers

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Elizabeth Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No: 1031

Title of Work: Lost in Translation Series

Dimensions: h 30 x w 30 x d 1 cm
Date: 2006
Category: panel
Medium: enamel
- copper foil
- porcelain clay
- gold foil
Method: repousse

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Elizabeth Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No: 1032

Title of Work: Lost in Translation Series

Dimensions: h 10 x w 10 x d 1 cm
Date: 2005
Category: panel
Medium: enamel
  copper foil
  porcelain clay
  gold foil
Method: repousse

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Elizabeth Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No:
1033

Title of Work: 'Badges' text from UDHR

Dimensions: h 30 x w 30 x d 1 cm
Date: 2006
Category: panel
Medium: enamel etched copper
Method: champlevé

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Elizabeth Turrell
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate: established artist

Archive No:
1034

Title of Work: Two Crosses UDHR Series

Dimensions: h 70 x w 50 x d 1 cm
Date: 2006
Category: panel
Medium: enamel steel

Method: poured sgraffito slip trailed perforated pre-enamelled steel

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Johan van Aswegen
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 422

Title of Work: She - Sea - Saw

Dimensions: 12 x 8. 10 x 6. 5 x 5.
Date: 2001
Category: jewellery

Medium: clear fluxes
fine silver
beach sand
pearls
sea shells
stirling wire

Method: electroformed
oxidized

Additional Notes: Brooches
Artist's Name: Johan van Aswegen
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
423

Title of Work: She - Sea - Saw

Dimensions:
Date: 2001
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel
fine silver
shells
sea sand
oxides

Method: electroformed

Additional Notes: Brooch
Artist's Name: Johan van Aswegen
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: United States of America

Archive No: 424

Title of Work: She - Sea - Saw

Dimensions:
  Date: 2000
  Category: jewellery
  Medium: enamel
copper
18K gold
sand

Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Johan van Aswegen
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 421

Title of Work: Look at the Stars

Dimensions: 2 x 2.5 cm
Date: 1999
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel
Sterling silver

Method: painted
Engraved
Etched
Oxidized

Additional Notes: Brooch
Artist's Name: Johan van Aswegen
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 426

Title of Work: Brooch

Dimensions: 5 x 3 cm
Date: 1999
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel, sterling silver, sapphire

Method:

Additional Notes: Brooch
Title of Work: Brooch

Dimensions: 4 cm diameter.

Date: 1995

Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel

Method: 18K gold

Additional Notes: Brooch
Artist's Name: Johan van Aswegen
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 425

Title of Work:

Dimensions:
Date:
Category: jewellery
Medium:
Method:

Additional Notes: neckpiece?
Artist's Name: Johan van Aswegen
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate: 

Archive No: 427

Title of Work: 6 brooches

Dimensions: 
Date: 
Category: jewellery
Medium: 
Method: 

Additional Notes: 6 brooches?
Artist's Name: Johan van Aswegen
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: United States of America

Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 429

Title of Work: Earrings

Dimensions: jewellery
Date:
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel
gold
pearls

Method:

Additional Notes: Earrings
Artist's Name: Johan van Aswegen  
Gender: Male  
Country of Maker: United States of America  
Artist / Graduate: 

Archive No:  
430

Title of Work:  

Dimensions:  

Date:  
Category: jewellery  

Medium: enamel  
   gold  
   pearls  

Method:  

Additional Notes: Earrings
Artist's Name: Adriaan van den Berk
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Netherlands
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 432

Title of Work: The First Seven Days in your House

Dimensions: 66 x 66 x 3 cm
Date: 2002
Category: panel
Medium: enamel copper
Method: oxadized sifted torch fired

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Adriaan van den Berk
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Netherlands
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
433

Title of Work: The First Seven Days in your House

Dimensions: 62 x 42 x 3 cm
Date: 2002
Category: panel
Medium: enamel
copper
Method: oxadized
sifted
torch fired

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Adriaan van den Berk
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Netherlands
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 438

Title of Work: From the Kingdom of Heaven

Dimensions: 154 x 80 x 3 cm
Date: 2001
Category: panel
Medium: enamel, copper
Method: sifted, torch fired

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Adriaan van den Berk
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Netherlands
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 440

Title of Work: In Heaven Colours are Brighter

Dimensions: 70 x 70 x 3 cm
Date: 2001
Category: panel
Medium: enamel copper
Method: oxadized sifted torch fired

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Adriaan van den Berk
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Netherlands
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
431

Title of Work: Pies of the HEMA are Quiet Good

Dimensions: 125 x 70 x 3 cm
Date: 2000
Category: panel
Medium: enamel
copper
slate
Method: sifted
torch fired

Additional Notes: 3 parts
Artist's Name: Adriaan van den Berk
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Netherlands
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
439

Title of Work: From the Kingdom of Heaven

Dimensions: 102 x 102 x 3 cm
Date: 2000
Category: panel
Medium: enamel
  copper
Method: sifted
  torch fired

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Adriaan van den Berk
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Netherlands
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
434

Title of Work: Something Sweet Inside Me

Dimensions: 102 x 102 x 3 cm
Date: 1997
Category: panel
Medium: enamel copper
Method: sifted torch fired

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Adriaan van den Berk
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Netherlands
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 436

Title of Work: Something Sweet Inside Me

Dimensions: 107 x 163 x 3 cm
Date: 1996
Category: sculpture
Medium: enamel
copper
steel
Method: sifted
torch fired

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Adriaan van den Berk  
Gender: Male  
Country of Maker: Netherlands  
Artist / Graduate:  

Archive No:  
437  

Title of Work: Hopeless Loveletter  

Dimensions: 124 x 83 x 3 cm  
Date: 1995  
Category: panel  
Medium: enamel, copper  
Method: sifted, torch fired  

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Adriaan van den Berk
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Netherlands
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
435

Title of Work: Hopeless Loveletter

Dimensions: 45 x 45 x 205 cm
Date: 1994
Category: panel
Medium: enamel
copper
steel
Method: sifted
torch fired

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Andreu Vilasis
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Spain
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
445

Title of Work: Why

Dimensions: 47 x 34 cm
Date: 1999
Category: panel

Medium:
Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Andreu Vilasis
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Spain
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 449

Title of Work: Venus - Beautiful Woman

Dimensions: 24.5 x 17 x 5 cm
Date: 1999
Category: panel
Medium: enamel
Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Andreu Vilasis
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Spain
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
441

Title of Work: Guipant

Dimensions: 50 x 37.5 cm
Date: 1998
Category: panel

Medium: 
Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Andreu Vilasis

Gender: Male

Country of Maker: Spain

Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 444

Title of Work: Nude

Dimensions: 17.5 x 14 cm

Date: 1997

Category: panel

Medium: 

Method: 

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Andreu Vilasis
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Spain
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
446

Title of Work: Nude

Dimensions: 36 x 29 cm
Date: 1997
Category: panel

Medium:
Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Andreu Vilasis
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Spain
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
443

Title of Work: Untitled

Dimensions: 20 x 20 cm
Date: 1995
Category: panel
Medium:
Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Andreu Vilasis
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Spain
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
448

Title of Work: Nude

Dimensions: 22 x 16 cm
Date: 1991
Category: panel

Medium:                           Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Andreu Vilasis
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Spain
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 442

Title of Work: Vistge a Egipte

Dimensions: 25 x 25 cm
Date: 1987
Category: panel
Medium: 
Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Andreu Vilasis
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Spain
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
447

Title of Work: The Bride

Dimensions: 25 x 25 cm
Date: 1987
Category: panel
Medium: 
Method: 

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Andreu Vilasis
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: Spain
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
450

Title of Work: Maternity

Dimensions: 28.5 x 23.5 cm
Date:
Category: panel
Medium: enamel
Method:

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Ginny Whitney
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America

Archive No: 465

Title of Work: Brooch

Dimensions: 15 x 9.5 cm
Date: 1999
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel
    fine silver
    sterling silver
Method: wet packed
    constructed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Ginny Whitney  
Gender: Female  
Country of Maker: United States of America  
Artist / Graduate:  

Archive No: 467  

Title of Work: Brooch  
Dimensions: 5 x 13 cm  
Date: 1999  
Category: jewellery  
Medium: enamel, fine silver, sterling silver  
Method: wet packed, constructed  

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Ginny Whitney
    Gender: Female
    Country of Maker: United States of America
    Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 464

Title of Work: Brooch

Dimensions: 9 x 10 cm
    Date: 1998
    Category: jewellery
    Medium: enamel
        fine silver
        sterling silver
    Method: cloisonné constructed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Ginny Whitney
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
466

Title of Work: Necklace

Dimensions: 4 x 11.5 cm
Date: 1998
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel, fine silver, sterling silver
Method: wet packed, constructed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Ginny Whitney
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 470

Title of Work: Brooch

Dimensions: 6 x 10 cm
Date: 1998
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel
fine silver
sterling silver

Method: wet packed
constructed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Ginny Whitney
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
461

Title of Work: Brooch

Dimensions: 7.5 x 6 cm
Date: 1997
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel
fine silver
sterling silver
Method: cloisonné
constructed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Ginny Whitney
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 462

Title of Work: Brooch

Dimensions: 9 x 11 cm
Date: 1997
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel
dine silver
sterling silver
Method: cloisonné constructed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Ginny Whitney
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America

Archive No: 468

Title of Work: Neckpiece

Dimensions: 9 x 3 cm
Date: 1995
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel, fine silver, sterling silver, iron
Method: cloisonné constructed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Ginny Whitney
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America

Archive No:
469

Title of Work: Pendent

Dimensions: 13 x 0.5 cm
Date: 1995
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel
  fine silver
  sterling silver

Method: cloisonné constructed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Ginny Whitney
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United States of America

Archive No: 463

Title of Work: Neckpiece

Dimensions: 10 x 0.5 cm
Date: 1986
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel, fine silver, sterling silver
Method: cloisonné, constructed

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Sarah Wilson
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
471

Title of Work: Conical Vessels

Dimensions: 10 x 4 cm
Date: 2000
Category: vessel
Medium: enamel
       silver
Method: spinning
       engraving

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Sarah Wilson
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 472

Title of Work: Icy, Autumnal and Breezy Vases (on stands)

Dimensions: 10 x 4 cm
Date: 2000
Category: vessel
Medium: enamel
  silver
Method: spinning
  engraving
  gold plating

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Sarah Wilson
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 473

Title of Work: Fragmentary Brooch / Dish

Dimensions: 9 x 6 cm
Date: 1999
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel silver

Method: press forming engraving

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Sarah Wilson
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 479

Title of Work: Cushioned Pendant

Dimensions: 3 x 3 cm
Date: 1998
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel
sapphire
18K gold

Method: casting
setting
engraving
various jewellery techniques

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Sarah Wilson
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 480

Title of Work: Sensor Pendant

Dimensions: 6 x 3 cm dia.
Date: 1998
Category: jewellery

Medium: enamel
- silver
- 18K gold
- tourmaline

Method: spinning
casting
engraving
setting
various jewellery techniques

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Sarah Wilson
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
477

Title of Work: Rough Fragments

Dimensions: 4 x 4 cm (enamel square)
Date: 1997
Category: panel
Medium: enamel
        silver
        brass
        wood
        paper
        found objects
Method: etching

Additional Notes: detail, small panel
Artist's Name: Sarah Wilson
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 478

Title of Work: Cushioned Earings

Dimensions: 2.2 x 2.2 cm
Date: 1997
Category: jewellery
Medium: enamel
18K gold
tourmaline

Method: casting
setting
engraving
various jewellery techniques

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Sarah Wilson
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 476

Title of Work: Fossilised Blue Dish

Dimensions: 10 cm dia.
Date: 1996
Category: vessel
Medium: enamel silver
Method: spinning engraving

Additional Notes: dish
Artist's Name: Sarah Wilson
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 474

Title of Work: Flying Carpet Dish

Dimensions: 24 cm dia.
Date: 1994
Category: vessel
Medium: enamel, silver, wood
Method: photo-etching, press forming, engraving

Additional Notes: dish seated in a Zircote wooden base
Artist's Name: Sarah Wilson
Gender: Female
Country of Maker: United Kingdom
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
475

Title of Work: Arabian Nights Vase

Dimensions: 12 x 3.5 cm dia.
Date: 1993
Category: vessel
Medium: enamel
silver

Method: spinning
etching

Additional Notes: vase
Artist's Name: Glenn Zweygardt
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: United States of America

Archive No: 488

Title of Work: Cosmic Landscape

Dimensions: 260 x 76 x 61 cm
Date: 1998
Category: sculpture

Medium: enamel, steel, glass, granite
Method: torch cut, cold formed, arc welded, glued

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Glenn Zweygardt
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: United States of America

Archive No:
484

Title of Work: Together Apart

Dimensions: 61 x 23 x 13 cm
Date: 1993
Category: sculpture
Medium: enamel steel
Method: sheared arc welded sandblasted liquid enamel

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Glenn Zweygardt
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: United States of America

Archive No: 486

Title of Work: Sky's Eye Column

Dimensions: 390 x 91 x 61 cm
Date: 1990
Category: sculpture

Medium: enamel
    steel
    granite

Method: torch cut
    arc welded
    glued
    sandblasted
    liquid enamel

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Glenn Zweygardt
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
489

Title of Work: Landscape Collector

Dimensions: 244 x 183 x 91 cm
Date: 1990
Category: sculpture

Medium: enamel, steel, stainless steel, glass, granite
Method: torch cut, arc welded, glued, liquid enamel

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Glenn Zweygardt
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 490

Title of Work: Landscape Collector

Dimensions: 244 x 183 x 91 cm
Date: 1990
Category: sculpture
Medium: enamel, steel, stainless steel, glass, granite
Method: torch cut, arc welded, glued, liquid enamel

Additional Notes: back view of 489
Artist's Name: Glenn Zweygardt  
Gender: Male  
Country of Maker: United States of America  
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 481

Title of Work: Blue Torso

Dimensions: 66 x 30.5 x 20 cm  
Date: 1989  
Category: sculpture  
Medium: enamel  
Method: steel

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Glenn Zweygardt
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: United States of America

Archive No: 482

Title of Work: Allegany Guardian

Dimensions: 244 x 137 x 51 cm
Date: 1989
Category: sculpture

Medium: enamel steel granite marble bronze ductile iron

Method: arc welded torch cut glued liquid enamel

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Glenn Zweygardt
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No:
483

Title of Work: Allegany Guardian

Dimensions: 244 x 137 x 51 cm
Date: 1989
Category: sculpture

Medium: enamel, steel, granite, marble, bronze, ductile iron

Method: arc welded, torch cut, glued, liquid enamel

Additional Notes: back view of 482
Artist's Name: Glenn Zweygardt
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: United States of America
Artist / Graduate:

Archive No: 485

Title of Work: Summer Passage

Dimensions: 89 x 64 x 30.5 cm
Date: 1984
Category: sculpture
Medium: enamel steel
Method: cold formed plasma cut arc welded liquid enamel

Additional Notes:
Artist's Name: Glenn Zweygardt
Gender: Male
Country of Maker: United States of America

Archive No: 487

Title of Work: Mountain Maker
Dimensions: 76 x 101 x 51 cm
Date: 1984
Category: sculpture
Medium: enamel steel
Method: torch cut arc welded sheared liquid enamel

Additional Notes: